
 Collage

YOUNG ART ISTS

Using
watercolour
'scraps' for



Eric Carle is our artist this week. 
Sometimes artists are authors too. Eric is an illustrator and he uses a
technique of using all of his scraps to chop up and use in his collages.
Collages are images made by arranging things. You can collage with
anything, newspaper, old magazines, cardboard from packaging. Its a

really great way of re-using the waste materials from around your house. 

But do you see something else?
What do you notice?

What does it make you wonder?
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Eric Carle Illustrations
Source: www.eric-carle.com



What will you make?
Perhaps you want to make a 
pattern? It doesnt have to be a
picture.

. 

 TH INK  OF  WHAT YOU COULD

MAKE .

65

Look at all of the scraps that
you already have. What do the
colours remind you of? 

USING OLD SCRAPS OF

PAINTED PAPER

Old School Glue
Watercolour Paints
Paper

In this weeks envelope you
should find:

CHECK OUT THE

RESOURCES BOX

Making a collage

 Start with something easy, like
leaves or flower petals.

TH INK  OF  WHAT YOU

MIGHT L IKE  TO MAKE A

P ICTURE OF ?

You are going to need :
Somewhere to paint, cut and stick.
Some water for cleaning your brush.
Something to mix glue in.
Scraps of old painted paper, all
colours.
Some water
Scissors

PREPARE IN  ADVANCE

You dont have to stick anything
down until you know they're in the
right places.

Leave everything unstuck until
you're sure.

EXPLORE ARRANGEMENTS
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Old
experiments
are ideal for
this, because
they have lots

of colours,
tones and 

 textures. Dig
out those

scrap pieces!!.

These kind of
shapes don't
have to be
accurate.

Try making up your
glue. Its really eco

friendly.



Now you might have some ideas  to use in your
collage. What will you make?

EXPLORATION  SHEET

Try folding your paper and
cutting the shape. You get lots
of the same shape together.

Try ripping for effects.

Use the glue thinly, you don't
need a lot.  

Use all of those old pieces from
your colour experiments. 



Will your paper be portrait          or landscape?
What are your favourite colours? 
What do you need?

Sketch your ideas for your collage out
here. 

Use the card in your pack to make a nice collage.
Perhaps it might be displayed in the window. 



Make  friends in
collage

Can you make a picture of yourself or one of
your friends? Use a photograph to help you.
Perhaps it could be your pet.
It might be your parent. 

Remember to share your work to ...

TSSYoung Artists


